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In this paper we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a

quotient map to preserve pseudo-metrizability. All notation and

terminology not explicitly developed here are as in [l]. We assume

throughout that/ is a given function from a set X onto a set F. More-

over, we will need the following theorem, whose proof is the same as

the proof of Theorem 2 in [l].

Theorem 1. PeZ 11 be a uniformity for X such that /(CU) is a uniformity

for Y, and give X the topology of 11. Then the quotient topology on Y

relative to f is the topology of the quotient uniformity /(ll) if, for each

member G of some base of the quotient topology on Y and for each yEG,

there exists PG11 such that U[f-l[y]]Etl[G].

Recall that a uniformity 11 for X can be defined by a single pseudo-

metric if and only if 11 has a countable base. Moreover, /(It) has a

countable base whenever 11 does. Hence we obtain immediately the

following.

Theorem 2. Suppose that X is a pseudo-metrizable space and that

there is a pseudo-metric and corresponding uniformity 11 for X which

yields the given topology on X and is such that /(ll) is a uniformity. Sup-

pose further that, for each member G of some base of the quotient topology

on Y and for each yEG, there exists PGH such that U[f~l [y] ] C/_1 [G].

iThis last condition is satisfied if, for example, f~1[y] is compact for

each yEG.) Then the quotient topology on Y relative to f is pseudo-

metrizable.

Our intention now is to obtain a theorem on preservation of

pseudo-metrizability which does not require that /[ll] be a uni-

formity. We will need some notational conventions. If i/W, d) is a

pseudo-metric space, d is allowed to take the value oo, since any such

pseudo-metric can be replaced by a bounded one without changing

the underlying uniform structure. If g is a function from W to F,

yEY, and e>0, then Nt[g~1[y]]= {xEW\d(x, g-'[y])<e}.  If, in
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addition, F has a topology, we say that W, d, Y, g satisfy condition

(C) if and only if the following condition is satisfied.

(C) For each member G of some base of F there exists a family

{efoOlvGG} of positive real numbers such that

(0 Ntiy)[g-l[y]}Cg-l[G],   HyEG,

and

00 d(g-1[y], g-'H) ^ e(y) - e(z),    if y, z E G.

Theorem 3. Let X be a pseudo-metrizable space. Then the quotient

topology on Y relative to f is pseudo-metrizable if and only if the topology

on X can be defined by a pseudo-metric d such that X, d, Y, f satisfy (C).

Proof. Suppose that the quotient topology on F is pseudo-metriza-

ble, say by a bounded pseudo-metric dy, and let dx be any pseudo-

metric consistent with the topology of X. Define d(x, y)=dx(x, y)

A-dy(f(x), f(y)) for x, yEX. Then d is a pseudo-metric on X, giving

the same topology as dx- It is now easy to see that X, d, Y, f satisfy

(C). For if G is any proper open subset of F, let e(y) =dY(y, Y—G)

for each yEG, and then verify (i) and (ii) of (C).

On the other hand, suppose that F has the quotient topology and

that d is a pseudo-metric for X such that X, d, F,/satisfy (C). In the

sequence of propositions to follow this proof we will construct a

pseudo-metrizable space Xx containing X, a pseudo-metric d„ defin-

ing the topology of Xx, and an extension of / to a quotient map

fx: A*,—>Fsuch that: for each G in the base described in (C) and each

yEG there exists e>0 for which N.lf'1 [y]] EfZ1^]; and fx[llx] is a

uniformity, where fx is defined by f„(x, y)=(f„(x), fx(y)) for x,

yEXx and 1lx is the uniformity defined by dK. It then follows from

Theorem 2 that the quotient topology on F is pseudo-metrizable.

It remains to construct Xx, dx, fx given X, d, f.

For each ordered pair (u, v) of points of X such that/(«) =f(v), let

<f> be an isometry from X onto a space <p[X] whose intersection with

X is v and which is such that <j>(u) =v. Let $ be the set of isometries

chosen in this way. For each JW^[j] define a pseudo-metric d^, by

i*(x, y) = d(x, y),        if x, y E X,

= <*(*-![*], 4ri\y\),        if x, y G <p[X],

= d(x, v) + d(u, 4>~l[y]),       HxEX,yE 4>[x],

= d(<b-1[x], u) + d(v, y),        if x E <t>[X], yEX,

and extend/ to the function/,*,: IU^[l]->Fdefined by
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/♦(*) = fi*),    w * e -v,
= /of'[4        ifxG*[X].

Next regard any two of the spaces XVJ<b[X], X\Jyp[X], with <b, yp

distinct members of <£, as disjoint, and let

Xi = \}\X KJ <p[X]\ <p E *}.

Define a pseudo-metric di for Xi by

diix, y) = ^(x, y),        if x, y G V W <Z»[X], 0 G *,

= oo,        otherwise,

and extend all fJs simultaneously to the function

/i = U{/,|*G $}:X,-^ F.

We regard Xi as disjoint from X, although we keep in mind that X\

contains <£ copies of X, on each of which /i, di behave exactly like

/, d, respectively.

Obtain a sequence of mutually disjoint pseudo-metric spaces

iX, d) = (Xa, do), iXh d/), • • • , iXn, dn), ■ ■ ■ and functions f0

=/: X->F, /i: Xi-^F, •■■,/„: X„-»F, • • • , by constructing *„,

X„+i, dn+i, fn+i from Xn, dn, fn in the same way that <£, Xi, di, /i

were constructed from X, d, f. If m<n, then Z„ contains <£mX • ■ •

X$n-i copies of Xm, on each of which/„, d„ behave exactly like/m, dm,

respectively. Now define

Xx = U{X»| ra = 0, 1, • • • j,       /, = U{/.| ra = 0, 1, • • • },

d«,ix, y) = dn(x, y),        if x, y G X„,

= oo,        if x E Xm, y E X„, m ^ ra.

In the propositions to follow we need the notation defined below.

Pn W   =   { 3 G  Xn I fniz)   = /„(*) } , if X G   A%,,

P.[x] = {3 G X. I /■»(«) = /„(x)},        if x G A-M.

Observe that

Po[x] = P[x],        if x G -V,

iJ„W = U{F„[x] I ra = 0, 1, • • • },       if x E Xx.

Proposition 1. Suppose e>0 and that x, y, zEXx are such that

d^ix, P„[z])<e/2 and <f„(y, Rn[z]) <e/2. Then dxiRn+i[x], Rn+i[y])

<e.

Proof. Clearly, x, yEX„. Let u, vERn[z] be such that d„(x, ra)
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<e/2, d„(y, v) <e/2, and let ^G$n be such that <f>(u)=v. Then

4>(x)ERn+i[x], and we let y represent both itself as a point of Xn

and the point of XnyJd>[Xn] which corresponds to it under the

identity injection. It follows that

dx(Rn+i[x], Rn+i[y]) = dn+i(RH+i[<b(x)], P„+i[y]) g dn+i(<j>(x), y)

= dn(y, v) + dn(x, u) < t.

Proposition 2. Suppose e>0 awd that x, y, zEXx are such that

djx, Rx[z])<t/2, dx(y, Rx[z])<e/2. Then dx(Rx[x], Rx[y])<e.

Proof. There exist m,n such that xEXm,yEXn. Hence dx(x,Rm [z])

<e/2 and dx(y, P„[z])<e/2. Suppose m^n. By an easy inductive

argument it follows that there exists wERn[x]ERx[x] such that

dx(w, Rn[z]) <e/2. So, by Proposition 1, we have

dx(Rx[x], Rx[y}) ^ dx(Rn+i[w], Rn+i[y]) < *■

Proposition 3. If 1ix is the uniformity for Xx defined by dx, then

r*x[tU«,] is a uniformity.

Proof. Apply Proposition 2 to (d) of Theorem 1 in [l].

Proposition 4. Suppose X, d, Y, f satisfy condition (C). If

n = 0, 1, • • • , then Xn, dn, Y, /„ also satisfy (C), with, for each basic

open subset G of Y, the same choice of {€(y)|yGC} that is used for X,

d, Y,f.

Proof. By induction. The proposition is trivially true for w = 0.

The argument establishing the induction step is the same, except for

notation, as the proof that Xi, dit Y, /i satisfy (C). This being the

case, we give here only the latter.

Observe that, since

N'lfTbN = UiN,[C[y]] | 4> E *},        if « > 0 and y E Y,

and

di(h\y], h\z]) = inf {d+itfly], U[z}) \i>E*},       ii y, z E Y,

it is clearly sufficient to show that X^J<f>[X], d^, Y, ft satisfy (C)

with, for each basic open subset G oi Y, the same choice of {e(y)|yGC}

that works for X, d, Y, f.

So let u, vEX be such that/(w) =f(v) =w, and let <j> be the isometry

of X such that <j>(u) =v. Let G be a basic open subset of F, and let

{e(y)\yEG} be chosen as in (C) applied to X, d, Y, f. Then it re-
mains to prove
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(i) N.v[f?b\]Cf*l[G],       UyEG,

and

(ii) diitfiy], f~\z]) ^ tiy) -. e(3),        if y, z E G.

To prove (i), suppose d0(x, f~r[y]) <eiy), yEG. Since f~l[y]

=f~1[y]^J<b o/_1[y], we consider four cases:

Case 1. xEX, dix, tl[y])<eiy),

Case 2. xEX, d^ix, <p o/_1[y]) <e(y).

Case 3. xE<t>[X], d^x, <b o/^fy]) <e(y),

Case 4. xE4>[X], ^(x,/-1[y])<e(y).

Since f^[G] =f~1[G]VJ<f> o/_1[G], it follows easily from Case 1 or

Case 3 that xG/^G]. Cases 2 and 4 are similar, and we give the

details only for Case 2. We have in this case

d*ix, <pof~i[y]) = dix, v) + diu,f-i[y]) < tiy).

Hence uEf~~l[G] and w=fiu)EG. Moreover,

dix, v) < e(y) - diu,f-*[y]) ^ e(y) - d(f-^[w\, f-^\y\) ^ dw),

so that xG^,to)|/-1[w]]C/-1[G]C/;1[G].

To prove (ii), let y, zGG, and observe that^f/^'fy],/^1^]) is the

minimum of the four quantities dif-x[y],f~l[z]), d^i<b o/_1[y], <p o/_1[z])i

d^if-^y], <p of-l[z]), d^icb o/_1[y],/-1[z]). We consider only the case

in which

<W1M,./71W) = d*(rl\y], #or1W).

the others being either similar or trivial. If wEG, we have

d,if~l[y], *o/-'[*]) = <Z(/-'[y], v) + diu,f-*[z])

^ dif-'blt'M) + dif~l[w],Mz])
^ eiy) - «(l).

If wEG, there is no point of /_1[w]  in either   Vt{v) [f~y[y]]  or in

^(/-m *o/-»w) ^ i(riM,/-,H) + ̂ -'W./^W)
^ e(y) + e(z) ^ e(y) - e(«).

Proposition 5. 7/ X, <2, F, / satisfy (C), Z/iera 50 aZso do X„, dx,

Yx, /«,, wizA, /or each basic open subset G of Y, the same choice of

\eij) |yGC} that is used for X, d, Y. f.

Proof. This proposition follows from the previous one. For let G
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be a basic open subset of Fand let {e(y)\yEG} be as in (C) applied

to X, d, Y, f. Then

tf.<w[/?M] = UjiWr^b-]] I n = 0, 1, • • • } C/^tG],    if y EG,

and

<U/»1b'],/=1M) = infJoVMyL/n'H) | » = 0, 1, ■ ■ • }
£ e(y) - t(z),    iiy,zE G.

Proposition 6. If Y has a topology which makes f a map (a quotient

map), then fx is a map (a quotient map).

Proof. Trivial.

This completes the material needed to prove Theorem 3. In fact,

we need from Proposition 5 only the fact that XK, dx, Y, fx satisfy

part (i) of (C). Part (ii) is needed for X, d, Y, f to maintain part

(i) in the proof of Proposition 4. It is also worth noting that (C) is

not needed in Propositions 3 and 6.

In [2] and [3] it is shown that, if X is metrizable and/ is a closed

map, then F is metrizable if Bd/_1[y] is compact for all yG F. This

same result is true for pseudo-metrizable spaces if F is 7\ or regular.

Hence, if X is pseudo-metrizable, F is Pi or regular, / is a closed map,

and each Ba!/-1[y] is compact, it follows from the "only if" part of

Theorem 3 that X, d, Y, f satisfy (C) for some pseudo-metric d com-

patible with X. It would be interesting to find directly a pseudo-

metric d such that X, d, F,/satisfy (C), and hence obtain a new proof

of the result in [2] and [3]. It would be even more desirable to show

(if such be the case) that X, d, Y, f satisfy (C) for every pseudo-

metric d compatible with X. The best this author has been able to

manage in this direction is the following.

Theorem 4. Suppose that X is pseudo-metrizable with pseudo-metric

d, that Y is a topological space, and that f is continuous (f need not be

closed). Then X, d, Y, f satisfy (C) if there is a finite subset A of Y
such that /_1[y] is compact for all yEA and diam /-1[y] =0 for all

yEY-A.

Proof. Let A be as in the theorem, and let G be an arbitrary open

subset of F. For each yEG, let 5(y)>0 be the largest real number

such that Ar«(»)|/-1fy]]C/-I[G:]. Let B=AC\G, and let e>0 be
such that e<5(y)/2 for all yEB. Finally, define

e(;y) = e,       Hf-'blCN.lf-^B]],
= min{6, 5(y)},       HMy] (t N([f~}[B]].
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It is immediate that {«(y)|yG£-} satisfies part (i) of (C). To check

part (ii), let y, zEG and consider the following  cases.

Case 1. /^[yLZ-'HC^LMP]]. Then

e(y) -e(z) = 0 g r'bLf'W).

Case 2. f^MC^I/"1^]] and /^HC^Lf"'^]]. Then
diam f_1 [y] =0 = diam p'f3]- and it follows easily that e(y) — e(z)

Ca5e3./-1[y]CHA7,[/-'[/3]],/-1[z]C^Lf-1[P]]-Hence diam/-![y]
= 0. Observe that e-<Z(/-1[y], /_1[2]) ^5(30> since

diu,r[y]) < t - rf(/-i[y],/-1H)=>^(«,/-1W) < e=>rf(«,/-'[£])

< 2e (since/^[s] C ^[/^[P]]) => « G/"1^].

Now, using the inequality e — 5(y) ^d(/_1[y], /_1[z]), it is easy to

check that e(z) — e(y) ^d(f~l [z], /-1[y]). The inequality e(y) — e(z)

grf(/-'[y], /-J[z]) is trivial.

If ^4 is not finite in the preceding theorem, one apparently must

use the hypothesis that/ is closed to prove (C), since, in the example

following Theorem 2 of [l],/is open and continuous, X is metrizable,

and each /_1[y] is compact, but Y is not normal and hence not

pseudo-metrizable. In [3, p. 699] there is an example in which / is

open and continuous, X is metrizable, each/~'[y] is compact, and

Y is Hausdorff but not normal.

On the other hand, the assumption that/ is a quotient map and

that (C) is true implies neither that/ is closed nor that each/_1[y]

is compact. Hence Theorem 3 is not contained in [2] and [3]. For

an example, consider the usual projection of the plane onto the reals.

With regard to the question preceding Theorem 4, it would be

interesting to know, whether the truth of (C) for some d implies (C)

for all equivalent (or even uniformly equivalent) pseudo-metrics,

under the more general hypothesis that / is a quotient map rather

than a closed map.
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